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Abstract 

The thermoelectric powers of dilute silver-gold and silver-germanium alloys 
are determined from 78 to 300°K. Nordheim-Gorter plots are carried out for 
these alloy systems at  273 and 295°K; and the characteristic thermopowers 
S i  and S::, attributed to solute and solvent, respcctively, are determined at these 
temperatures. Calculated valucs of S:,, for both alloy systems, agrec in sign and 
approximate numerical value with the experimental values. For Ag-Au, small or 
negligible Fermi surface changes are indicated up to the maximum gold con- 
centration of 1.5 at.%. This is in agreement with recent conclusions based on 
polar-reflection Faraday experiments in Ag-Au. The Ag-Ge data, however, 
deviate from the expected linearity predicted by the Nordhcim-Gorter relation 
at approximately 0.5 at .%. The deviation in the Ag-Ge case is attributed to 
Fermi surface changes as a result of alloying. A detailed comparison of the 
current Ag-Au data with previous results for Cu-Ag and CU-ALI is carried out 
by use of a Nordheim-Gorter type relation for the difference in thermopower 
AS between the pure metal and alloy. I t  is found that, for a given solute con- 
centration, AS is grcatest in Ag-Au, decreases in CU-Au, and is still less in 
Cu-Ag. It is concluded that the o1)servcd AS diffcrcnces arc attributable to a 
possible combination of small Frlmi surface changes and slight differences in 
electronic charge associated with thc sohitc atoms when compared to the host 
atom in these alloys. 
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Thermoelectric Power in Silver-Gold and 
Si Ive r-Ger m a n i u m AI I oys 

1. Introduction 

The silver-gold alloy system is a relatively simple one 
for comparison between theory and experiment. Silver 
and gold form solid solutions in all proportions, with 
negligible variation in lattice constant from pure silver 
to pure gold. In addition, silver and gold are both mono- 
valent, have the same crystal structure, nearly the same 
atomic radii, and similar Fermi energies (Ref. 1). The rela- 
tive simplicity of this alloy system has facilitated detailed 
studies of the Fermi surface change with alloying. 

I n  particular, measurements of the polar reflection 
Faraday effect (PRFE) have yielded direct information 
on the Fermi surface geometry for nondilute solutions of 
gold in silver (Ref. 2). Specifically, the PRFE results for 
these alloys indicate a well defined Fermi surface of the 
noble metal type, with neck radius of contact with the 
brillouin zone, and a general shape that varies linearly 
as a function of alloy concentration (Ref. 2). It follows, 
then, that estimates of the Fermi surface change with 
alloying can be obtained from values of the neck radius, 
a measure of Fermi surface contact with the <111> 
zone faces. If p is the distance from the origin to the 
< I l l >  faces of the brillouin zone, the neck radius is 
0.13 p in silver and 0.16 p in gold (Ref. 1). Thus, for 

1 at.% gold in silver, a negligible change in neck radius 
and, indeed in the Fermi surface as a whole, is indicated. 

The thermoelectric power is a transport property that 
is particularly sensitive to changes in Fermi surface 
geometry. However, because of the monovalent character 
of gold and silver and the PRFE results (Ref. 2) one 
would not expect any large or unusual change in diffu- 
sion thermopower in silver-gold alloys with approxi- 
mately 1 at.% gold. This expectation receives partial 
support from the results obtained for the changes in 
diffusion thermopower observed for dilute alloys of the 
homovalent impurities silver and gold in copper (Refs. 
3, 4). On the other hand, previous thermopower mea- 
surements on the silver-goid aiioy system (Ref. Sj, indi- 
cate a larger thermopower change with alloying as 
compared with the experimental results for the copper 
alloys (Refs. 3, 4). Furthermore, the difference in behavior 
for Ag-Au is held to be consistent with the smaller area 
of contact with the brillouin zone for silver, as compared 
with that for copper and gold (Ref. 6). The implication 
that Fermi surface changes may be responsible for the 
relatively large changes in diffusion thermopower previ- 
ously observed for dilute Ag-Au alloys warrants a de- 
tailed examination of the thermoelectric power in this 
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alloy system. The current work takes on added signifi- 
cance in view of the recent experimental results with 
respect to the Fermi surface in these alloys (Ref. 2). 

From mass-diff erence considerations, one expects a 
relatively large attenuation of phonon-drag thermopower 
in dilute silver-gold alloys (Refs. 4, 7). Thus, to minimize 
the complicating effects of phonon-drag thermopower, it 
becomes necessary to work in a temperature region where 
diffusion thermopower is the predominant contribution 
to the total thermopower. Since the phonon-drag peak in 
silver occurs a t  approximately 30°K (Refs. 5, 6, B), we 
exclude this region from consideration by taking mea- 
surements from 78 to 300°K. Since the Debye tempera- 
ture of silver is approximately 220°K (Ref. 9), the as- 
sumption of negligible phonon drag effects appears to 
have greater validity in the vicinity of room temperature. 
The current work is thus concerned with the diffusion 
thermopower of dilute silver-gold alloys with a maximum 
gold concentration of 1.5 at.%. An objective lies in use 
of thermoelectric power as a probe in exploring for 
possible Fermi surface changes in dilute silver-gold 
alloys. An additional objective lies, in comparison and 
analysis of the current work, with some previous results 
on similar alloy systems (Refs, 3, 4). At the same time, 
data and analysis arc presentcd for a series of dilute 
silver-germanium alloys with maximum germanium 
concentrations of approximately 1 at. % . In comparison 
with Ag-Au, the Ag-Ge alloys present a relatively large 
difference in number of valence electrons between solute 
and solvent. Assuming that the excess germanium elec- 
trons enter the conduction band, one expects a relatively 
larger alteration of the Fermi surface for a given con- 
centration of germanium as compared with the same 
concentration of gold in silver. In this case, use of 
thermoelectric power in detection of possible Fermi 
surface changes should be facilitated by comparison with 
the relatively well known properties of the Ag-Au system. 

II. Theory 

For a restricted range of temperatures, the diffusion 
thermopower of a metal is given by the well known 
relation (Refs. 10, ll), 

whcrc S,. is thc diffusion thcrmopowcr, k is Boltzmann's 
constant, T is the tc~inpcwture, I c' I is the absolute valuc 
of the electronic charge, u ( E )  is the electrical conduc- 
tivity at energy E and E,. is the Fermi energy. Equation 

(1) applies when electron scattering is describable by a 
single relaxation time: i.e., in general, for T > OD or 
T << OD, where OD is the Debye temperature. Additionally, 
for Eq. (1) to be valid in the low temperature region, the 
residual resistance must be large compared with the 
resistance due to thermal motion of atoms (Ref. 10). In 
the case of dilute alloys an extension of Eq. (1) is ob- 
tained using Mattheissen's rule: 

where p is the total electrical resistivity, p,, the intrinsic 
resistivity of the pure metal, and Ap is the electrical 
resistivity due to impurities in the otherwise pure metal. 
p,, is a temperature-dependent quantity while Ap is 
assumed independent of temperature. Substituting Eq. (2) 
into Eq. (l), one obtains, for a single impurity in an 
otherwise pure metal, the result 

(3) Po 
P 

s c  = sl, + - (So, - Sl,) 

with 

and 

(4) 

(5 )  

where SA is defined as the characteristic thermopower of 
the impurity in the alloy and S: is the diffusion thermo- 
power of the metal in the absence of impurties. Eq. (3) is 
a special case of the Nordheim-Gorter relation (Ref. 12) 

where S; and pi are the charactcristic diffusion thermo- 
power and electrical resistivity due to the ith electron 
scattering agent in the metal. 

T h e  current  da t a  will be interpreted using the  
Nordheim-Gorter relation in the form shown in Eq. (3). 
In this respect the assumptions limiting the validity of 
the Nordheim-Gorter rule are of special importance. In 
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addition to the temperature restrictions mentioned in 
connection with Eq. (l), Eq. (6) and, hence, Eq. (3), are 
valid under the following conditions. 

Silver-germanium 

Pure silver 

First, the addition of impurities does not alter the 
Fermi surface. 

0.26 
0.46 
1.5 

0.03 
0.1 2 
0.20 
0.30 
0.47 
0.78 
1.05 

- 

Second, conduction in the alloy is describable in terms 
of a single homogeneous group of conduction electrons. 

Third, the scattering of electrons by an impurity and 
all other electron scattering events are independent of 
each other. 

Fourth, the lattice heat conductivity is negligible- 
Le., all of the effective heat transport should be by con- 
duction electrons. 

If the preceding assumptions are valid in a binary 
alloy, then it follows from Eq. (3) that a plot of S, vs 
l/p, at constant temperature, should yield a straight line. 
The intercept of the resultant straight line with the S, 
axis then results in a numerical value of S while SO, can 
be evaluated from the slope of the straight line. If one 
selects a temperature where the effects of phonon drag 
and the effects of any trace impurities in the pure metal 
are negligible, then 

s; = S” (7) 

where SO, is obtained from the Nordheim-Gorter plot, 
and So is the thermopower of the pure metal. In addition, 
at temperatures high enough to ensure the validity of 
Eq. (7), So = Sa”, where Sih is the thermal component of 
the diffusion thermopower in the pure metal. In writing 
Eq. (7) it is further assumed that the data plot of Eq. (3) 
results in the correct value for S:. In this respect, satis- 
faction of Eq. (7) is another check on the validity of the 
Nordheim-Gorter relation for a specific alloy system. 

The Nordheim-Gorter relation has recently been ap- 
plied to a series of copper alloys (Refs. 13, 14). Refer- 
ences to several other applications of this rule are found 
in the book by MacDonald (Ref. 15) and in the review 
article by Pearson (Ref. 16). The utility of Eq. (3) as a 
tool in exploring the electronic structure of disordered 
alloys would be considerably enhanced if S i  and S: could 
be calculated from the correct theoretical expressions. 
Limitations with respect to carrying out reliable calcu- 
lations of the characteristic thermopowers are discussed 
in Section IV of the current work. 

I I I. Experimental 

A. Preparation of Samples 

Measurements were carried out with the alloys and 
pure silver in the form of annealed O.OlO-in.-diam wires. 
The starting materials and their stated purities were: 
Cominco silver, 99.999% purity; American Smelting and 
Refining Co., gold of 99.999% purity; and Dow-Corning 
semiconductor grade germanium. During the melting 
operation, the alloy constituents were contained in pre- 
viously outgassed, high-purity, graphite crucibles. Melt- 
ing was carried out, at a dynamic vacuum of torr, by 
means of an induction heater, the melt being shaken 
vigorously over a period of one hour. Following solidifi- 
cation, the billets were inverted and a similar melting 
cycle repeated. All billets were then given a homogeniz- 
ing anneal at 600°C for 6 days under a dynamic vacuum 
of torr. The resulting %-in.-diam billets were swaged 
to 0.070 in., then drawn through diamond dies to the 
final diameter of 0.010 in. During the swaging and draw- 
ing processes, the material was etched frequently by use 
of a mixture of ammonium hydroxide and hydrogen perox- 
ide. Following the drawing process, the wires were given 
a final vacuum anneal at 680°C for 24 hr. Fabrication of 
the pure silver wires was carried out by first vacuum 
melting in graphite crucibles. The swaging and drawing 
operations as well as the final anneal were identical to 
those used for the alloys. Solute concentrations deter- 
mined by chemical analysis, together with resistivities 
measured at several convenient temperatures, are listed 
in Table 1. 

Table 1.  Solute concentrations and resistivities for dilute 
silver-gold and silver-germanium alloys 

Electrical resistivity p ,  p R-Cm 
- 
4.2OK 

- 
0.02 
0.07 

.n  V. I ” 
0.16 
0.50 

0.22 
0.72 
1.28 
1.59 
2.44 
4.54 
5.61 

0.003 

- 

- 

- 

295OK 

1.61 
1.65 
1 .e7 
1.76 
2.13 

1.83 
2.32 
2.86 
3.20 
4.05 
6.20 
7.30 

1.60 - 
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B. Determination of Resistivity and Thermoelectric Power 

The thermoelectric powers were determined by first 
forming a thermocouple between either the alloy or silver 
wires, and similar wires of high-purity lead. The hot 
junction of the thermocouple was placed in good thermal 
contact with a heater; both thermocouple and heater 
were contained within a brass vessel maintained at a 
dynamic vacuum of lo-: torr. The thermocouple reference 
junctions were immersed directly in liquid nitrogen by 
means of a vacuum feed-through located in the bottom of 
the container. hleasurements were carried out from 
liquid-nitrogen tcmperature to 300"K, the entire assem- 
bly being completcly imincrscd in liquid nitrogen for 
the duration of each run. Thermal electromotive forces 
generated by the thcrmocouplcs were measured at 2 "K 
intervals by a Rubicon, fhcrniofrce potentiometer. Tem- 
peratures were detcrmined by means of a copper- 
constantan thermocouple and a Leeds and Northrop type 
K- 3 pot c> n t i  o in e t e r. The d i f f c r cn c c x  i n  the  r in o p o LV er s , 
between tlic alloys and pure lead, w a s  determined with 
respect to temperature by taking the derivatives of the 
thermal emf data. The dc>rivativcbs u ~ r c  dc~tcrmined by 
use of a prograin based on the method outlined by Henry 
and Schrocder (Ref. 13). Niimcrictal compiit a t '  lolls wcrc' 
carried out with an 11311 lG20 computc,r. A1)solute thcr- 
mopowcw \ v c ~ ~  then dctcrniincd by i i s c  of thc calibrated 
absoliitc tlicrmopowcrs of piir(1 I (w1  (llcf. 17). Thc 
tIicriiiol~o\\~(~rs of silvcr and thr sil\w-gold alloys arc 
shown in Fig. 1 .  T1lrnnopon.crs of tlie silvc.r-germani~in~ 
alloys are shown in Fig. 2.  Vol tap  mcasrirrmcnts are 
acciiratc to within 0.01 pv, whilc~ tcmpcwtiires are accII- 
rate to within 0.1"K. Resistivities werc dctermined at 4.2, 

1.6 

.y 1.2 

-2 
Y 

B 0.8 

u 
w 

B 
w F 0.4 

C 

I I I I I 

PURE SILVER 
AQ-AU 

0.05 a 1. o/o Au 
0.21 7 

/ 
I I I I I 

100 140 I80 220 260 3c 

TEMPERATURE O K  

Fig. 1 .  Thermoelectric power of silver and dilute silver- 
gold alloys from 78 to 300°K 

1.2 I I I I 1 

0.03 at.% Ge 7 

0.8 

Y s 
3. 
6- 0.4 
u 

i 
0 0  B w 
I 
I- 

-0.4 

-0.8 I I I I I I 
260 300 60 100 140 180 220 

TEMPERATURE T,OK 

Fig. 2. Thermoelectric power of dilute silver-germanium 
alloys from 78 to 300°K 

77.3, 27:3, and 295°K. A standard four-point technique 
\vas uscd, voltage drop across tlie sample being mea- 
snrcd by the Ruhicon tlicimofrcc potentiometcr, while 
c.tirrc,nt \viis dctcrmincd by means of the voltage drop 
;icross ;i one ohm standard rcsistiuncc. placed in series 
with thc currcwt through thc samplc. Voltage drops 
iicross tlie standard rcsistancc wcrc determined with the 
type K-:3 potcntiomctcr. 

IV. Analysis and Discussion 

A. Nordheim-Gorter Plots 

Since thc Debye temperature of silver is approximately 
22OO"K (Ref. Y), it is rcasonablc~ to asslime a ncy$igil)le 
phonon drag component at tlie ice point. Hence, at and 
above 273"K, it is assumcd that the total thcrmopowcr 
is very nearly eqiial to tlic diffusion thermopower. Thus, 
in Eq. ( 3 )  we set S == S,,, S being the measured thermo- 
powers of the alloys. Plots of S vs l/p, at T = 273 and 
295"K, arc sho\vn in Fig. 3 and 4. To the limit of gold 
concentrations cmploycd, thcl Ag-Au clata may be fitted 
by a straight linc. On thc: other hantl, thc Ag-Ge data 
deviates from a straight lint. at a soliitc concentration 
somewhat l o w c ~  than 1 at.%. Froiil t l ~  figiirc, we csti- 
mute this dcviation to occiir :it rorlglily 0.5 at.%) gcmiia- 
niuni. Thc straight 1iiic.s o1)sc~rvetl for Ag-Au iidicatc thc 
lack of any apprccia1)lc Fcrmi siirfacr cliangcs up to 1 5  
at.% gold. From t l i c  P H I X  rosiilts (I\(+'. 2 )  this alloy 
conccqitrntion corrcymids to ;I changc~ in  Fcrmi surface 
neck radius of apl~rosimatc,ly 0.OO4S 1'. Ikviations from 
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. 
1.6 I I I I I I 1 

-2.01 I I I 1 I 1 1 
0 0. I 0.2 0.3 0.4 05 0.6 0.7 

ELECTRICAL RESISTIVITY RECIPROCAL I/p, I,jh-cm 

Fig. 3. Thermoelectric power vs reciprocal of electrical 
resistivity for Ag-Au alloys at 273 and  295OK 

the straight-line plot for the Ag-Ge alloys can be attrib- 
uted to Fermi surface changes resulting from the addition 
of electrons from the quadrivalent germanium. This 
addition of electronic charge should be compared to the 
decreased electron/atom contribution from monovalent 
gold in the Ag-Au alloys. 

From the intercepts of the straight lines with the S 
axis in Figs. 3 and 4, we obtain values of the characteristic 
thermopowers, St, listed in Table 2. From the slopes and 

Table 2. Values of characteristic thermopowers S and 
S obtained from Nordheim-Garter plots at 

275 2ij5=j( 

the preceding values of S;, the values of S; (also shown 
in Table 2) are obtained. Also listed in the table are 
values of S’,/T, S : /T ,  and So-the last named being the 
currently measured thermoelectric power of silver at  the 
two temperatures. From Table 2 it is concluded that, to 
a first approximation, the respective characteristic ther- 
mopowers due to impurities, and the pure metal are 
proportional to temperature. We make the assumption 
here that this approximately linear behavior would be 
manifest between the two temperatures investigated. 
Comparison between S z  and So indicates that Eq. (7) is 
reasonably satisfied for the silver-gold alloys. For Ag-Ge, 
on the other hand, although the agreement between S: 
and So is fair, it is not quite as good as in the silver-gold 
~ j j ~ t p m .  The .liscrepgnc)i in the Ag-Ge case could be 
attributable either to the presence of a phonon-drag 
component or to departures from the Nordheim-Gorter 
relation, or to both conditions. The results for the Ag-Au 
alloys tend, however, to indicate the presence of a negli- 
gible phonon drak component in the pure silver for 
T 3 273°K. 

8. C ha roc teris tic Therm o powers 

The quantity S: is the characteristic thermopower due 
to scattering of electrons in the pure metal. At 273°K 
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I electrons are thermally scattered in the pure metal, hence 
s; = s e t l l  = so , From Eq. (5) one obtains, according to 
Wilson (Ref. l l ) ,  

where n ( E )  is the electronic density of states, u an average 
electron velocity, and T the electron relaxation time. Using 
the free electron approximation, Jones (Ref. 18) finds the 
bracketed term in Eq. (8) equal to 3.5/El., while Wilson 
(Ref, 11) evaluatcs this term as numerically equal to 3 / E , .  
Using Wilson's value, one obtains from Eq. (8) 

where the Fermi energy is expressed in electron volts, 
and Sz has the units pv/"K. If 5.51 ev  is used for the Fermi 
energy of silver, Eq. (9) becomes 

Cornprison with Tablc 2 shows that the frec-electron 
theory yields the incorrect sign and numerical value for 
the thermal component in the current alloys. Various 
attempts have been made to arrive at correct theoretical 
expression for S: in the noble metals (Refs. 1, 19, 20). To 
date, however, there exists no satisfactory theory that can 
account for both the sign and nurncrical value of S: in the 
noble metals. 

To obtain numcrical estimates of Sa it is seen from 
Eq. (4) that one ncwls to evnluate the logarithmic deriva- 
tive of A p  with respect to energy, A semiempirical evalua- 
tion of the logarithmic dcrivative has been carried out by 
Hiwbcmer ( H c f .  31). Strictly speaking, one needs to take 
into account the dcparturc of the Fermi surface from the 
frec clcctroli modcl ( R d .  1). For gold, this is accomplished 
by means of data acquircd froin a size-effect experiment 
(Ref. 2 2 ) .  Tl icb  cross swtion for electron scattering caused 
by impcrfc~tions is t h c l i  comprtcyl using the partial wave 
method (lkf. 33) and thc l  Fricdel slim rule (Ref. 24); a 
squarc-wcbll potcwtial is i w d  in the frcc-electron approxi- 
mation (Rclf. 21). Thew data arc then combined with data 
from thc sizc c4vct  011 thcrmoc~lcctric power to obtain 
reasona1)le values for the logarithmic derivative (Ref. 21). 

In the present case, no size-effect data are available for 
silver. However, numerical estimates of the characteristic 
thermopower for several polyvalent solutes in copper have 
been obtained by Crisp, Henry, and Schroeder (Ref. 14). 
Using Mott's simple expression for residual resistivity 
(Ref. 25), these authors calculate values for the charac- 
teristic thermopowers that agree in sign and magnitude 
with the observed values. In view of the previous results 
(Ref. 14), it is of interest to carry out numerical estimates 
of S:, using h40tt's theory of residual resistivity. According 
to Mott (Ref. 25) 

N,,  m u f A 
Ap = 

with 

where N, ,  is the number of atomdunit volume, N is the 
number of conduction electrons/unit volume, f is the frac- 
tion of soliite atoms present, m and u are the electron mass 
and velocity, a is the atomic radius, E is the energy of an 
electron evaluated at the Fermi surface, and E,, - E' is the 
effective depth, in energy, of a square-well potential at  
the impurity atom site. Equations (11) and (12) correctly 
predict that the residual rrsistivity/at. % of gold in silver 
is equal to the residual resistivity/at.% of silver in gold 
(Ref. 35). Substituting Eqs, (11) and (13) into Eq. (4) one 
obtains (Ref. 14) 

Although essentially a free-electron theory, the Mott 
theory is specifically intended for alloys such as Ag-Au 
(Ref. 25). In applying Eq. (13) to both Ag-Ai1 and Ag-Ge, 
one makes the additional assumption that thc form of the 
energy dependence for impurity scattering is independent 
of the nature of the solute (Ref. 14). Furthermore, in the 
case of such polyvalcnt solutes as germanium, in silver, one 
must consider screening effects in obtaining theoretical 
expressions for A p  (Refs. 25, 26). We thus expect Eq. (13) 
to give better results for the Ag-Au system. From evalua- 
tion of Eq. (13), it is found that 

S: - -1.82 pu/"K, T = 273°K (14) 
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r 

and 

S: = -1.97 pu/OK, T = 295°K (15) 

Comparison of these results with the data of Table 2 
indicates rough agreement between the experimental and 
calculated values of Sa for the Ag-Au alloys. The values 
obtained for the Ag-Ge system show agreement in sign 
and magnitude between the calculated and experimental 
values. The above results also indicate somewhat better 
agreement for the silver-gold system as compared with 
silver-germanium. 

C. Comparison with Previous Results 

In attempting to understand the mechanisms respon- 
sible for the change in diffusion thermopower with 
alloying, it is of interest to compare the current results 
for Ag-Au with those previously obtained for similar 
alloy systems. Since gold, silver, and copper are monova- 
lent and have similarly shaped Fermi surfaces (Ref. l), 
we concentrate on comparison with the most recent data 
for dilute Cu-Ag and Cu-Au alloys (Refs. 3,4). In this 
respect, the quantity of interest is AS,, the difference in 
diffusion thermopower between the pure metal and the 
alloy, where 

S, is the diffusion thermopower of the alloy and SO, is the 
diffusion thermopower of the pure metal. Using Eq. (3) ,  
and assuming negligible phonon drag effects, we obtain 

where AS is the difference in thermopower between the 
pure metal and the alloy. A plot of AS obtained from 
Eq. (17) for the Ag-Au alloy system is shown as the solid 
curve of Fig. 5. In computing AS from Eq. (17), S i  is ob- 
tained from Table2, while the currently measured thermo- 
power of silver a t  295°K is used for So, . The quantity 
Ap is obtained from the relation 

X 
0 

Cu-Au (REFS 3 AND 4) 
Cu- AQ (REFS. 3 AND 4) 
r = 295 OK 

-08 

5 -0.6 - 
i 
> 
a -0.4 - 

COMPUTED FROM 6 CURRENT DATA BY - 
EQS. (17) AND (18) 

- 
0 

I I 
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 12 1.4 14 

SOLUTE CONCENTRATION, at. 

Fig. 5. Change in thermoelectric power a t  295’K vs 
concentration for Ag-Au, Cu-Ag and Cu-Au 

where  C is t h e  gold concentrat ion in  a t .%,  and  
( x  = 0.36 pR - cm/at.% (Ref. 27). In addition, the figure 
shows data points taken from the current work, together 
with those representing recent results for the Cu-Au and 
Cu-Ag systems (Ref. 3,4) .  It  is seen from the figure that 
the curve obtained from Eq. (17) greatly facilitates a 
quantitative comparison between AS values, at a specific 
solute concentration, for the various alloy systems. With 
respect to the Ag-Ge system, the current work is in 
essential agreement with the data presented by Blatt and 
his coworkers for a single alloy containing 1 at.% ger- 
manium (Ref. 28). Since our interest lies in comparison 
of the Ag-Au results with similar alloys of the noble 
metals, no further comparison is made concerning the 
silver-germanium system. Returning to the noble metal 
alloys of Fig. 5, it is seen that, for the Cu-Ag system at 
a given concentration, the AS values are markedly less 
than those obtained for the current alloys. The data 
points shown indicate a slightly lower change in thermo- 
power for the Cu-Au system when compared with the 
current data. 

Several mechanisms require consideration in discussing 
the relative changes in diifusion t’nermopvwer O ~ I  ved 
for the various noble metal alloys shown in Fig. 5. Size 
effects do not appear to be significant, since one would 
expect the least contribution from this mechanism in the 
Ag-Au system. Another of the possible mechanisms lies 
in the effects of possible Fermi surface changes in con- 
tributing to the AS values for the various alloy systems. 
In the silver-gold system, PRFE results indicate rather 
small Fermi surface changes for the current dilute alloys. 
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Considering the limiting assumptions on the Nordheim- 
Gortcr rule, one tends to conclude, from the present 
work, that there are no appreciable changes in Fermi 
surface up to 1.5 at.% gold concentration. Essentially, 
this means that, for the current dilute silver-gold alloys, 
the Nordlieim-Gorter plots are insensitive to the small 
Fermi surface changcs indicated by the PRFE data 
(Ref. 2).  Inasmuch, however, as no effects due to Fermi 
surface changes arc detected, the currcwt data are in 
essential agreement with the PliFE resiilts. Yet one can- 
not rule out the effects of small Fermi surface changes in 
contri1)uting to thc ohervcd AS diffcwnccs of Fig. 5. 
Anotlwr caiisc', of the observed AS diffcrcncc.s, is found 
in thc possibility that slight difl'crc~iiec~s i n  c~lrctronic 
charge arc associatcd with thc solute atom w h c w  com- 
~ x i r ( ~ l  to thc host atoni in th(. ;illoy. In this rcywct, I lo t t  
(Rcf. 25) concludcs that, in tlilute silver-gold alloys, gold 
with the largcr ionization energy should present a more 
attractive potcwtial than does si1vc.r to thc contluction 
band electronic chargr. In this connc.ction, S t c ~ i i  (Refs. 
29, 30) finds a small clitrrging c1ffcc.t in  the Ag-Ail systcbm. 
Charging, as defined by Stern, is the difference in amount 
of clectronic chargc. dcpositcd by an c,lcctron, in  a given 
state, on each constituent of thc alloy. It is found for 
Ag-Ari that, although t h c h  charging effect is smdl ,  the 
gold atom has a slightly inorr ncgative chargc. associated 
with it ;is compared to thv silver atom (Rd" 29). This 
conclrisioii rc1cc.ivc.s support i n  thc  R1ossl)auer cxperi- 
mcnts of Rolwrts and his coworkc~rs (lid. 31). At present, 

1 

no numerical estimates are available for the charging 
effect (Ref. 29) in either Cu-Au or Cu-Ag. In this respect, 
however, is is of interest to examine the electronegativity 
(Ref. 32) values for the silver, gold, and copper atoms. 
The electronegativity value of an atom may be thought of 
as a rough measure of the power of the atom in a mole- 
cule to attract electrons to itself (Ref. 32). Strictly speak- 
ing, electronegativity values are computed for a particular 
atom in a diatomic moleculc (Rcf .  32)); hence, one should 
use caution in applying the elclctroncgativity concept to 
metals. Noting these limitations, tlic electronegativity 
values as given by I'aiiling (Ref. 332) for silver, gold, and 
copper are 1.9, 2.4 and 1.9, respectively. The electro- 
negativity diffcwwcc, 1)etwcw~ solutc and solvcwt is thus 
seen to he equal in the Cu-Au and Ag-Au alloys, with 
gold having the largest electroncyptivity value. For 
Cu-Ag, the electronegativity diffcwxicc betwecm sohitc, 
and solvent is zero. Hence>, tlic data of Fig. 5 is in qiiali- 
tative agrecmcnt with the relativc magnitude of possible 
contributions to the charging effects based on electro- 
negativity values (R(>f. 32). Thus, the possibility of c . 1 ~ ~ -  
tron scattering from electronic chargc: associated with the 
solute atom n c d s  to be considered in detail, together 
with possiblc Fermi siirfacci cliangw, as contributing to 
thc ol)sc~rvcd AS diffcrenccs. I n  this rcywct, numerical 
ealcrilation of the charging c4€cct in thc CII-Aii and 
Cu-Ag syslonis would be of grcat valric. in  any effort 
aimcd at asscwiiig thc relative, iinportancc~ of the two 
mc~c.hanisms. 

! 
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